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Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk was
called to Espanola this afternoon to
arrest Fabian Serna, the twenty year
old son of Francisco Serna on the
charge of having struck his aged father over the head with an axe and also
striking him in the side, breaking several ribs. Serna was reported to he
very low this afternoon and it was
feared he would die.
Saturday night young Serna returned to town to turn over a flock of
sheep to Bond Brothers. Not wishing
1o walk home he telephoned
for a
horse. The horse for some reason was
not sent and the young man staying
over night at Espanola started on Sunday morning to walk to San Juan.
Reaching the house of his parents on
the opposite of the river, he, however, found that the folks had gone to
church with the exception of his sister. He at once commenced abusing
the sister lor not sending the horse as
he had ordered. Upon the return of
the father, the girl complained about
the way she had been treated by her
brother and the father at once repri
manded the young man. At this
so angered the son, so it is al
leged, that he seized an axe and struck
"his father over the head with it several
times and also gave him a blow in the
chest. While not definitely known, it
: is believed that
young Serna was un
der the influence of liquor. Rusk left
overland this afternoon to investigate
the affair which is more or less shroudSerna is a well-to-d-o
ed in mystery.
citizen who served his county as commissioner, as probate judge, as asses
sor and in other capacities. He is
nearly seventy years of age. District
Attorney Alexander Read was notified
today at Santa Fe and will make a vigorous prosecution.
EYES.

Horrible Tragedy at Carlsbad
Which Superstition of Assassin
Played a Part.
N. M., Oct. 12.
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Duke City

Mounted Policeman J. B. Talked Indiscreetly to Re
Rusk Goes to Rio Arriba
porter and Loses Ministerto Investigate.
ship to China.

Carlsbad,

5. PIRATES

His Today Former Take
Game by Score
Way Toward

Speeding

ESPANOLA RECENT INTERVIEW TO BLAME

MURDERER GOUGES OUT'
HIS VICTIM'S

TAFT

TURNS EASTWARD

Hon. Francisco Ser Brief and Inglorious
na Reported to
Career in DiploBe Dying
matic Service
TRAGEDY

NO. 294

in

Makes Stop for Rest of
ternoon at Riverside,
California.

Washington, Oct. 12. Secretary of
State Knox this
sent a letter to Charles R. Crane, notifying
him that his resignation as minister

to China would be accepted.
Crane
has already notified the department
that he was prepared to resign If the
recent developments made further
service embarrassing to the department. Knox notified Taft. The resig
nation followed an interview in the
which is re
Chicago Record-Heralgarded as a decided breach of diplomatic expediency.
Washington, IX C, Oct 12. In his
statement Knox said: "The depart
ment has been engaged some time in-vestigating the treaties between Japan
and China to see vhether there is in
them anything inimical to American
interests. While the investigation was!
proceeding, Crane without authority of'
any one connected with the department, gave out a newspaper story that
this government is preparing a protest
against some of the features of the
treaties, whereupon I sent for Crane
at San Francisco. In conference on
Sunday night he admitted indiscreet
talk with a reporter and assumed the
d

U. S. SENATOR

FRANCIS EMORY

WARREN, OF WYOMING.

J

I have reluctantly
responsibility.
reached the conclusion that the good
of the service demands that I tell
Crane that his resignation will be accepted and I have done so."

BOUGHT AFFINITY FOR
TWELVE DOLLARS

HOW

A

REMARKABLE

TARIFF VICTORY

IS

Ii

Senator Francis E. Warren Saved the
Day for the Wool Grower and
Manufacturer-- A Staunch Friend
of the Territory of New Mexico.

A most

Pe--co-

Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 12. After a
thorough night's rest at the home of
his sister, Mrs. W. A. Edwards, President Taft was up early this morning
and was escorted by a committee in
a special trolley car to the National
Soldiers' home at Sawtelle.
Thousands of veterans gathered to greet
the President who spoke briefly from
the steps of one of the buildings.
When the party returned to Los Angeles they entered automobiles and
were driven to Pasadena where a
luncheon was served. The President
tnen entered his private car and began his journey eastward, passing
through Monrovia, Palm Drive, Cler
mont, Upland and San Bernardino.
making short stops at each. President halted at Riverside for a day
about 4 o'clock.
Socialists Get Gay.
Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 12. A Socialist mass meeting here last night,
at which President Taft was denounced, resulted in a riot and the dispersal of a mob by the police. The police swept down upon the mass meeting, arrested three of the radical leaders and locked them up. The three
men will be kept incommunicado during President Taft's stay in the city.

Immediately after the raid another

Socialist speaker organized a party
from among the audience at the mass
meeting. Shouting, they marched to
ward the police station to make a
demonstration. But the police met
them half a block from the jail, and
with clubs ready for action charged
the crowd, which quickly dispersed
The incident has had the effect of
quickening the vigilance of the po
lice and secret service men;
Ballinger Busy in California.
San Francisco. Oct. 12. Secretary
of the Interior Ballinger, who arrived
today, left for Yosemite Valley tonight
to inspect the Hetch Hetchy site of
San Francisco's municipal water sup
ply scheme. The secretary said be
fore his departure that the policy of
the department would be to protect
the Hetch Hetchy reserve until the
Lake Elinor site owned by the city
had proved insufficient for its wants.
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APPEAL AGAINST DECISION OF
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION,
School Board at Las Vegas Takes Ac-- .
tion to Again Assess" Santa Fe
Railroad.
Special to the New Mexican.
Las Vegas, N. M., Oct 12. At a
meeting of the school board last night
it was determined .to appeal from the
decision of the territorial board of
equalization exempting the Santa Fe
route from paying taxes on its local
property valued at an amount exceeding $100,000. When the railroad
paid taxes on this property the school
fund was annually enriched to the extent of twenty-fiv- e
hundred dollars.
The assessor will be Instructed to assess the railroad as formerly and in
the meanwhile the matter will be

tried "in the courts.
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SAMUEL GOMPERS TO
HAVE MONSTER MEETING.
Washington,' Oct. 12. Samuel Gom-per- s
will be greeted tonight by ' a
monster parade in which twenty-fiv- e
thousand laborers will take part and
will be formally welcomed at a mass
meeting' In convention hall.

Teams Will Divide Something Like $65,000 Be-

tween Them
Detroit, Mich.. Oct. 12. It was announced last niyht by Chairman Hermann of the National commission that
Clarke, Leach. C'amnitz of the Pirates,
', each, for talking
had been fined
back to O'Lanirhliu yesterday. It is
the first time that, players were ever
fined in the world's scries.
Although
the sun was shining today, it was
much too cold for good baseball. Detroit's desperate rally in the last in
nings yesterday- has encouraged the
home fans. Mullin probably will be
on the mound for Detroit and will he
opposed by Adams or Lielield. It is
now certain that the players will divide more than Jfio.OOO as their share
of the receipts, giving about $:!9,i(io to
the winners and $2fi.0H0 to the losers.
The line up: Pittsburg Byrne, "b;
Leach, cf.; Clarke. If.; Wagner, ss.;
Miller, 2b.; Abstein, lb.; Wilson, rf.j
Gibson, c; Adams or Liefield, p. Detroit D--. Jones, If.; Bush, ss.; Cobb,
,
rf.: Crawford, cf.; Delhanty, 2b.;
T.
.Tones, lb.; Schmid, c;
3b.;
Mullin, p.
Synopsis of Game.
Detroit evened things up in the
world's series today taking the fourth
game 5 to 0. Detroit outclassed Pittsburg in every department today but
the feature of the game was George
Mullin's phenomenal slab work. He
held the pirates to four scattered
hits and was invincible with men on
the bases.
Sharp breaking the ball
was unhittable and every Pittsburg
man swung at them in vain. Detroit
hit when hits meant runs, driving
Liefleld from the slab in the fourth
with fusillade of hits. Phillippi stopped the scoring but too late as Detroit
already had the commanding lead.
The Game By Innings.
First inning Pittsburg failed to
score. Detroit out in order.
Second inning Pittsburg no runs.
Delehanty hit. by pitched ball, goes
to third on Moriarty's hit to left and
was run down between third and
home on T. Jones grounder to
Moriarty took third and T.
Jones second on play. Stanage singled past Miller scoring Moriarty and
Jones. Two runs.
Third inning Pittsburg got men to
second and third but unable to score,
No runs.
Fourth inning Pittsburg out in order. T. Jones beats out bunt along
third base line. Stanage hits into
double play, Mullin walked. D. Jones
singled to left. Bush hit into left field
crowd for two bases scoring Mullin,
and sending D. Jones to third. Cobb
hit to left for two bases scoring D.
Jones and Bush. Three runs.
Fifth inning Phillippe
is now
pitching for
Pittsburg.
Pittsburg
fails to score. Detroit out in order.
Sixth inning No runs.
Seventh Inning No runs.
-
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The fact that Wyoming sent and has the admission of the territory was
kept in the U. S. Senate, a patriot, ejected the firbt state governor
His
statesman and leader, such as Sena- election to the Senate followed, where
She Failed to Return Change of $20 tor Francis Emory
Warren, refutes he has served since, not only to the
Gold Piece and He Tries to
the assertion often thoughtlessly made benefit of the commonwealth, but for
Shoot Her.
that the new states of the west make t; good of the.-- nation. From the
a practice of electing to Senatorships a0ove brief facts of a
and bril
Denver, Oct. 12. Claiming that he demagogues or men whose only claim iian career, it can be long
that
gathered
had purchased the soul of Gertrude A. to the high office is their ability to buy Senator Warren
e
is a
man,
as
a
mate for his own, pay- it. New Mexico standing at the that he
Kemper
fought and worked his way to
ing the sum of $12' for that intangible threshold of statehood, should profit the
that he is the type of sturdy
top;
a
thing, George Baker shot through
the example of Wyoming, which al- American who serves his country well
by
closed window of a. rooming house at
had a population of less than and can be cited as an example to
1674 Curtis street at his valuable af- though jt
100,000 at the last census, wields as young and old.
finity because he' said, she had short- much influence in the Senate and in
Memorable Victory on Wool Schedule.
changed him out of $8 in the
of the nation and the ReThe importance of the leadership of
deal. The bullet fired by the buy- the councils
er of affinities grazed the soul seller's publican party, as many an older and men like Senator Warren was vividly
more populous commonwealth,
and illustrated
head, and, after crashing through a
during the fight over the
clock and, a picture of the girl's that simply through the personality Payne tariff bill. But for his chammother, imbedded itself in an oaken and character of its Congressional rep- pionship of western interests, and that
resentation. Although one of the new includes those of New Mexico most
dresser.
As a result of this near tragical states, Senator Warren is one of the vitally, those interests that favored a
ending to a $12 romance, Miss Kem- legislative veterans in the national radical reduction of tariff rates on
per and Baker are held in the city ' capital, for he was elected U. S. Sen-jai- l products especially of the west, inin
until the police can ascertain ator in 1S90, and was
cluding wool, would have won the day,
what authority Baker has buying souls 1895, 1901 and 1907. That much for to the detriment not
of the chief
at $12 apiece, and by what right Miss the political steadfastness of VVyo- - industries of New only
Mexico, Wyoming
Kemper disposes of something which ming, a steadfastness which is to its and adjacent regions, but to the loss
she is not certain she possesses, and credit and a steadfastness to Repnbli- - of the
Republican party and the peo
if she has such a thing, why she can principles which New Mexico as
Re- ple at large. Says one who knows, who
should have raised the price to $20 a state will seek to emulate.
followed the tariff fight, in all its in- after agreeing to the first named sum.
A Friend of New Mexico.
trkacies within the Senate chamber
and
the committee rooms and even at
not
Warren
Senator
oulv
has
always
SELLS GOLD FILLING
the White House: "The very great
TO REACH HIS MOTHER. manifested a great interest in this territory, but is a consistent advocate of , success accomplished by Senator
for New - Mexico. He was'ren during the fight on the tariff not
"
Frantic Dentist in New York Disposes
Eighth inning No runs.
on only by Democrats but also by certain KEY
the
chairman
of the committee
IM
No
Ninth
RUINS
of Tools, Bridge and Crowns
runs.
inning
rules at the Chicago convention and Inte rests within the Republican ranks,
to Reach Pacific.
The Score
R. H. E.
stood up for the territory and its a success that retained the Dingley
5 8 1
Detroit
rates
on
when at a critical period, Hon.j
wpol.was 4ne Jn great part to
0 4 6
Pittsburg
Kansas City, Oct. 12. Frantic to rights,
Full
Jail
of
Looters'
and the Batteries Mullin and
H. O. Bursom by sheer force of per-(th- e
confidence reposSd in Senator
Lie-fielStanage,
reach the bedside of his sick mother,
secured the adoption of the Warren fey his colleasues in the
Martial Law Declared
and Gibson. Umpires,
Phillippi
Dr. George S. Severs, a centist, is sistency
to which New Mexico ate. The House commtttee on ways
Evans and Klem.
traveling to San Francisco on money will owe itsplank
by Mayor,
admission
this winter, for and means in framing the new tariff
obtained by selling gold fillings of
Dil1 changed the language of the
LEAVING IT TO
teeth. The news of his mother's ill without that plank, the issue wouldcom- tey act so as to grade "apparently third
'be
the
at
Washington, Oct. 12. The hurri
ness reached him in New York and '
THE NEWSPAPER MEN.
he reached Chicago by selling hiS nS session of Congress. Senator War-- : class wools,: making the rate of duty cane which wrecked Key West yester
dental tools. He persuaded a Chicago ren's friendship at that time should ostensibly proportionate to the grades day has passed out to the sea and is Monte Attell and Danny Webster
this class. The proposed change
dentist to buy the gold from his teeth never be forgotten by. the people of,
Meet in Prize Ring at Los
was
a joker of a serious character, for central about Bermuda according to
Xew
Mexico.
now
a
and
has ticket to Denver asd
Angeles Tonight.
bureau.
aa
u
Deen
enacted into law, it would
a gold bridge and two gold, crowns to
A Splendid Career.
West
Martial
Under
Law.
to
Key
San
him
Francisco.
get
Senator Warren is a native of
I
Los Angelps, Cal., Oct. 12. Monte
mission of all classes
wool at these
Key West. Oct. 12. With the citv
in which state he was born low
achusetts,
rates. Senator Warren went be- - under martial law the efforts of the Attell and Danny Webster will fight
WOOL MARKET FAVORat Hinsdale, on June 20, 1844. He fore
the Senate committee on finance authorities todav are directed in as ten rounds here tonight for the banABLE TO GROWERS. had a common school
and academic and by his intimate
of the
certain the damage done by the hurri tam weight championship
world.
will
at 3
in
weigh
They
cane yesterday which s expected to
and h,s
small
Boston, Mass., Oct. 12.-- With
o'clock at 115 pounds. As the referejs
the
two
reach
of
No
millions.
in
are
the
deaths
rejection
proposed change
Forty-nint- h
cannot give a decision here they have
Massachusetts Volun- - the
ha the
mnrlrpf arA eollcra ViaIitkt fli-Dingley Act and the bill was re- reported in the city but deaths along
a
ws
agreed to abide by the decision of
infantry
movement to the mills continues tej:r
eastern
the
to
are
to
coast
be
ported
the
with
expected
Dingley
mcer and served until 1865 wnen ne
e
is
Act
stated that pot over fifty
Between sixty and seventy-fiv- the majority of the newspapermen,
on the wool schedules in- heavy.
light. It
awarded the Congressianal medal tact.' language
boats were wrecked, whole blocks should both be on the feet at the end
million pounds of wool remain In
When the wool schedule came up
of ten rounds.
the Boston market compared
with of honor for bravery at Port Arthur, for debate in the Senate it was attack- of buildings razed while the tobacco
After
war
he
tne
was
at
employed
three times that amount in normal
ed by those masterly orators, Senators fields and warehouses were much
years. There have been moderate fanning and stockraising in Massachu- Dolliver, Cummins and LaFollette, damaged. The jail is full of looters FRANCISCO FERRER
CONDEMNED TO DIE.
salea of Wyoming in original bags at setts until 1868 wnen the far west call-- while Senator Wrarren was entrusted who began their operations as soon
.r
ed him and he moved to Wyoming, with
as the storm abated somewhat
28 to 29.
and
the,;defense of the schedules. His
' '
V
then part of Dakota. Here he engaged
while the lights vere all out. The His Daughter Pleading With King Algreat
speech on that occasion is well
ln stock raising, mercantile pursuits
INDIANAPOLIS NEWS LIBEL
mayor
fonso for Life of Revolutionary
mar- - I
Immediately
proclaimed
remembered by every sheepraiser and H ,i
,
.,
1 I
i
TRIAL DRAGS ALONG, and interested himself in the develop- j
tononiei-sare
nai
Leader.
nuuuieus
jaw.
who followed the debates
ment of the territory, which he served woolgrower
day but it is expected that help; will
discussions in the press withterpi-datioand
arrive from the state during the day.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 12. Argu- - as president of the legislative council
Paris, Oct. 12. The daughter of
each day. The oration was a Nine
ments on the request of government In 1873. He was a member of the
Inches of Rain in Half Hour. Francisco Ferrer, convicted of leadit
went
of
classic;
into
every phase
authorities to remove Delevan Smith council again in 1884. He served three
Jacksonville, Oct. 12. The storm ing the Barcelona revolution and conwool growing and manufacturing which
and Charles R. Williams, charged times as the mayor of Cheyenne, the the
devastated Key West passed demned to be shot tomorrow, has apwith libel concerning the Panama ca- - capital of Wyoming. He was treasurer business and utterly confuted his ad- east of the Florida coast except in the pealed to King Alfonso to save her
nal transfer, to the District of Colum- - of the territory for three terms and versaries. The result was a decided vicinity of Key West and Miami. At father. The socialists here had a
big
bia; were continued before Judge' An- - governor thrice, the first time in 1884- - victory for the wool growing interests, Key West the unprecedented amount demonstration in sympathy with Ferderson today. ;
of
rain
fall
nine
Inches
of
since nine rer last night, denouncing his trial aa
1885 again In 1889.mo and then upon
(Continued on Page Eight)
o'clock this morning is reported.
a judicial comedy.
A

soul-sellin- g

brutal and wanton murder was committed at 11 o'clock Sunday night
when Rosalio Rubalicao broke into
the shack of Francisco Sanchez, and
attacked the latter with a knife. The
murderer held Sanchez, who was a
r.mall man, in the hollow of his arm
and literally hacked open his throat
with the blade of the small pocket
knife which he used. After gouging
out his victim's eyes the brute then
finally jabbed the knife into the skull
until he broke off the blade in Sanchez's head. He then secured an axe
and started after a negro who had
been a terrified spectator of the
crime. The latter fled. When the
murderer was arrested by Sheriff
Stewart he claimed that Sanchez
was a witch doctor but said he had
committed the crime while suffering
from a nightmare. The murderer ar
rived here only Saturday and nothing
is known of him. Sanchez, familiarly
known as "Chapo," had been a well
known character up and down the
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What "Marlon Harlnnd ' Thinks of

I

nmiv
tuc
MIL UHILI

The Big Store

j

you're interested in sports you're sure to be interested in stylish clothes; you'll meet men "svho dress well, and want the best.
We can't do better for you, nor for ourselves, than to get you into
Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes; and that's better than anyone else
can do for you.
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
Suits, $22.50, $25.00, $27.50, $30.00 and $35.00.
This store is the home of Hart, Shaffner & Marx.

With my thoughts need not try
To picture the grandeur of the sky,
For with the lightning's vivid flash,
The rolling thunder's mighty crash;
Huge clouds manipulating forms
Give signs of devastating storms;
All this we see, we hear, we know,
In the beautiful land of New Mexico.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
are
Loans
strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes, diamonds

at SALMON Store
j

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 10i
store In Santa Fe.
KB

"

50 "

100"

$3.20
1.60

Bobolink

$3.10

:

it

50"

n
Wn

1.55

UflVC

Iinter
y

Casi register tickets
Witnallcaslipiircliases.

Grocery Co.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

CALL

Ap

Telephone

No. 40

SEE FOE YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

rated

SOMETHING YOU CAN'T
AFFORD TO MISS.

Sousa's Latest Musical Hit
Worth the Price of

By our humble homes we Watch and
pray
That the Lord will send some storms
this way.
To enrich our prairies wide and fair
And give us plenty and to spare.
Again we thank his holy name
That our prayers not always are in
vain,
For the rains do come and crops do
grow
"Where we till the soil in New Mexico.
The moon's pale rays their visions
throw
On our quiet lakes, like mirrors aglow,
Cheerin as It were tne prairie now- ers
As they pass their dreamy, moonlit
hours
And the homeseeker by his lonely

eheol fiuit
Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

WE HAVE THEM
KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND
PRICES
FROM

54.00

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

BULL'S EYE or BUSTER ;BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

PO Box

While Sousa is obliged to respond
to the call for his services at length
in tlte large cities during the current
season, he will play many engagements of only one or two concerts in
a single city, during the tour to the
Pacific coast and return. This city is
included in his itinerary and the first
musical treat of the season will be
when he appears with his band and
soloists at Elks theater on October 19.
The "March King's" latest compomuuii j lie rairesi ui uie rair was
heard for the first time this season at
Philadelphia and was immediately
proclaimed by the critics to be a for- niidable rival to his most successful
march. The young march is expected
tent,
to grow into a manhood of popularity
of
he's
spent,
weary days
Thinking
in a very short time on its true merThanks the stars that above him glow
its. It will be heard in the program
That he pitched his tent in New
given here.
The Misses Frances and Grace Hoyt
Miss Florence Hardeman,
vocalists;
'
And so we toil on day by day,
violinist and Mr. Herbert L. Clarke,
our
hair
Tho' our face gets tanned and
cornetist, will be most prominent
turns gray,
among the soloists.
Trusting that Providence in its turn
Tickets are on sale at Fischer's drug
Will svant us a home that we wed store at T5c. $1.00 and $1.50.
not spurn.
So, as in time we've gained the light,
BOTH BOYS SAVED.
That we can advise you just and right.
Louis Boon, a leading merchant of
It will gladden our hearts if we may Norway, Mich., writes: "Three botknow
tles of Foley's Honey and Tar absoThat you're seeking a home in New lutely cured my boy who was so 111
Mexico.
with a cold that the doctors gave him
up, was cured by taking Foley's
Las Vegas Has Daylight Robbery
Honey and Tar." Nothing else is as
A thief on Sunday afternoon broke safe and certain in results. So'd by
into a bookstore at Las Vegas and all Druggists,
stole $30.
Wedded at Las Vegas Nicholas T.
Woman Will Be Interested
Cordova, Jr., and Miss Aurelia Abey-tia- , Every
If you will send your name and addaughter of Pilar Abeytia, were
marrried at Las Vesas yesterday.
dress we will mail you FREE a packEscaped Lunatic Recaptured Juan age of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN-LEAF- ,
Castillo of Silver City, who escaped
a certain, pleasant herb cure
from the territorial insane asylum, for Women's ills. It is a reliable regwas recaptured in Union county and ulator and never-failinIf you have
taken back.
pains in the back, Urinary, Bladder
Motherless Mrs. or Kidney trouble, use this pleasant
Eleven Children
Heran Mutz died at Elizabethtown, union of aromatic herbs, roota and
Colfax county, of typhoid fever leav- leaves. All Druggists sell it, 50 cents,
ing eleven children, two of whom are or address The Mother Gray Co., Le
ill with typhoid.
Roy, N. Y.
Arrested the Wrong Brother The
man by the name of Bannister who
was arrested at Plainview by Deputy
Sheriff Witaker of Clovis on the suspicion that he is a murderer for
A brand new line of flannel pettiState of Ohio, City of Toledo,
coats for the children. Misses and laLucas County ss.
dies just received at the Racket Store.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that Night gowns for the old and young.
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in W. N.TOWNSENP&CO.
the city of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid' and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLh
LARS for each and every case of
that cannot be cured by the use
&
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Telephone Mo 140 Red
in my presence, this 6th day of DeMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
cember, A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
&
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- D. M,
acts
on
blood
the
and
ally,
directly
and mucuous surfaces of the system.
Builders and Contractors
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
on short notice
Furnished
Take Hall's Family Pills for

PHONE NO '2 1H

1 he

HALF CENTURY

Phone

36

IN THE

CITY.

Ground Alfalfa Meal

SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt anfl Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico

"VfSP

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

f.ftllTW

COMMERCIAL LITERARY
& SCIENTIFIC
Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
Send for Prospectus

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Studies resumed September 1st.

BROTHER HERMES. President

i

OUR GUARANTEE
d
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner-madwith same size flrepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning

1.

1

one-thir-

without attention.
5. We guarantee' a uniform heat
day and nighf, ' with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long

FRESH EGGS

MILK

;
as used.
7. We
iarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.
.

SON
Phone
No 14

can't know curative certainty, unless you know your druggist.

PHARMACY

A

Also. Good f of Chickens

Flannel Petti
coats, Night Gowns

You

FOR

219.

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

IC9

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

Alone

HOOVER

Goods.

S6.0!

If you want a good pair of Shoes
for the boy try a pair, of

TRY OUR

CREAM

China,

BROS. COMPANY.

HOUSE

Ca-arr-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

s. Spitz

SELIGIN

'

"

Incorporated 1903

CALL AND SEE THEM

i

MAHmaSHmJUBHIMBIdm

100 lbs Pansy Flour

Established 1856.

I

If

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

Ur.

B The N. K. Fairbank Company, Chicago,
111.
Dear Sirs: Many years ago I discon-tinue- d
the use of lard- in my kitchen
NEW MEXICO.
and substituted for it as an experithen comparativeCOTTOLENE,
ment
OSy T. V. Hill. Oes Moines, X. M.)
ly a new product.
truly
Since my first trial of It. I can satisThe lark descants at early morn,
that it has given complete
say
whether it is used alone, as
By nislit the night hawk pipes his faction:
with
"shortening," on in combination
horn.
in
in pastry, biscuits, etc., or
butter
me.
The curlew shouts his name at will
frying, it has never disappointed
the
to
be
very
I honestly believe it
By glassy lake or vardant hill.
best tiling of its kind ever offered to
We have the birds with richest plume, the American housekeeper, and I am
glad 'of the opportunity to make my
We have the flowers with sweet per- conviction
public.
Yours truly,
fume;
"Marion Harland."
so
one
All these blessings cheer
While tilling the soil in Xew Mexico.
whom a reward of $800 is offered, has,
been released as he proved to the satThen look away acros' the slope
isfaction of the authorities that he .is
And see the fleet-foo- t
antelope.
the brother of the man wanted.
He moves along with graceful ease,
Sentence Suspended Judge Frank
Fanned by the buoyant, healthful W. Parker has suspended the sentbreeze.
ence of C. F. Grapengeter sentenced
The coyote's voice so shrill and sharp last week at. Las Cruces to one year
The prairie dog with his little bark;
in the penitentiary on account of his
His tail keeps time to his warning connection with Chinese
smuggling
tones,
cases in which W. B. Green was also
And his kin folks scamper to their sentenced to one year in the peniten
homes.
tiary.
He sits by his dugout shy and meek,
You make a move and he makes a
sneak.
So days will come and days will go
As we pass our lives in New Mexico.
UUUI1U

9Hs

MEN OF FASHION WANT HART
SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES

Mm. FARAfl

COTTULKiXE.
New York. December 15th, 190S.

Dniimn no

When your Doctor ordera medicine of a complex or simple
nature, BRING ALL PRESCRIPTIONS HERE. They will
be filled accurately, quickly and safely.

results will be all your d tor and yourself expect

w

HARDWARE CO.

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

12,

1909.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Serial (004.
Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior.
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, October 4. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Bernardo Martinez, of Pecos, New Mexico,
w ho, on October 5, 1904, made
Homestead Entry (Serial 03904), No. 8105,
XVV
for W
NE
and E
17 N,
Section 21, Township
Range
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
the 18th day of November, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rival, Manuel Sandoval, Apol-oni- o
Martinez, Simon ViveVash, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1--

2

Cre-senci- o

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Sep-temp-

21. 1909.

Notice is hereby given that Albina
Lucero, of Jemez Springs, N. M., who
on July 3, 1908, made Homestead Entry (Serial 052), No. 052, for Lot 7,
Section C, and N.
of Lot 1, Sectior
7, Township 18 N., Range 4 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before the Register and Receiver, IT. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
Xew Mexico, on the 4th day of Novem2

THROW OUT THE LINE.

catc her to warm

Claimant names as witnesses:
Armenta, of Jemez Springs, N.
M.; Lino Armenta, of Jemez Springs.
f. M.; Jose Mestas y Ruiz, of Jemez
Springs, N. M.; Jose Armenta, of Jeni-Springs, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Re-frgi- o

OPEN S

Help and Many Santa Fe
People Will Be Happier.

Give Them

"Throw Out the Life Line"
The kidneys need help.
They're overworked can't get the
poison filtered out of the blood.
They re getting worse every minute.
Will you help them?
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought
from the verse of despair.
Will cure any form of kidney trouble.
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrillos street,
Santa Fe, X. M., says: "My faith in
Doan's Kidney Pills is just as strong
today as when I publicly recommended
them in 1902. I was caused much suffering by backache for three or four
years and though I never laid off from
work, my back was so painful at times
that it was all I could do to attend to
what I was doing. Doan's Kidney
Pills, procured at Stripling, Burrows
& Co.'s drug store, entirely relieved
me and I had no return of the trouble
for six months. At the end of that
time my work brought on another attack of backache. I at once took
Doan's Kidney Pills and they gave me
the desired relief. A medicine that
lives up to the claims made for it
like Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves the

strongest endorsement."
For sale by all dealers.

Price

50

Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

1909.
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Duke City Doing Itself Proud in Annual Event
GUI

RAPID

OF

BASEBALL

Socorro Defeats Santa Fe
With Narrow rVargin in
Spirited Contest.
Albuquerque, X. M.. Oct. 12 The
annual New Mexico fair
opened yesterday with a record break-in- s
attendance. Coventor Curry of
New Mexico, opened the fair at 1
o'clock before a crowded grand stand
at the fair grounds and the program;
of siKM'ts opened at once with a base
ball game between teams representing!
Santa Fe and Socorro, in the first
same of the tournament for which $1,-- !
500 in purses are offered. Rube Wad-del- l
appeared with the Socorro team
and was immediately protested as a
professional but was later admitted to
the game on a ruling of the management that thre professional players
ate allowed to each team. Five teams
have entered and the tournament
promises to be fast.
The racing program oiens today
with $8,000 in purses for five days of
racing. There is a liberal sprinking
of Colorado horses, Denver and Pueblo horsemen
having a number of
entries in both harness and running
twenty-nint-

h

$5.00

d

New Furs New Furs.

d

Charles W. Dudrow

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

A
1

Garrison,

slam-bange-

H. C. YQWT7
Maa.-u.fit,etvLX-

FILIGREE
EWER

MEXICAN

..:.!..,...(...

.

.:':

gwiwim-ifL-

I

hack line

W. E.

.

Waddell' threw

jn

-!

Barranca to Taos

FARE

up,

the first one nearly over the grand
New Mexico Military Institute
ftand. This set the Sauta Fe roiers
wild with joy, as they thought the old
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
It1
boy had lost his pitching arm. This
.
"The West Point of the Southwest."
4
s: mit. however, is an old
trick of
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
R'tb-'- s.
The big boy always nearly
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
wild
a
JE'V
throws the first bail in
game
"A."
just lor the fun of it.
Through Academic course, preparing young
As Rube took his position in the box
men for college or for
life. Great
hi was tendered an ovation
by the
of open air work. Healthlets location
amount
fans. Going in at a time when things
I
of any Military School In the Union. Located
looked bail. Rube did not display his
o the beautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
most brilliant samples, but managed
of
West
at aD e'evatioc of 3,700
the
to close out the inning without, very
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
disastrous results. With Lyons on seclitie rain or snow during session.
ond. Dan Anderson touched "Rube" IB
T
Eleven Officers and instructors, all gradufor two bases, scoring Lyons. Things
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
ywm alon-smoothly until the ninth,
the score still being ( to 5 in favor of I?-''--:;:Vbuildings, throughly furnished, heatt'd. lighted
Socorro. With two men out in the
and modern lr ail respects.
"j
ninth. L. Anderson singled and Lyons
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
)
pm bini on third with a hit. AnderG, Hamlltoj, Vice President; J. Pbelps White,
son scored on an error by Davis at
3
Treasurer; VV. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
';short and the score was tie. In the
A Fllyan
if nil) it was prety much of a pitchers'
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
bank, both sides being blanked. In
address.
tin eleventh,
Edmunds singled and
COL. IMS. W. WILLSOK,
M
went to second on a sacrifice fly by
Superintendent.
Waddell. Dow scored him when he
hoisted a parabola to deep center,
where it was misjudged by lxipez. Lopez should have connected with that
bail. According to the Santa Fe fans'
the game would have gone on tie until
midnight if Jimmy had frozen on this
one.
In the last half of the tenth
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In the
Rube pitched masterful ball and there
in th midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
located
vas nothing doing for Santa Fe.
mlle west has been thoroughly tested by the
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miraculous cures attested to In the
Albuquerque and Wingate Play this
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Afternoon.
following diseases: Paralysis, RheuSocorro and Sanla Fe will rest to-- j Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc-o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
day and Albuquerque wil play the
crack soldier team here with the Fort Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
Wingate troopers. Since their game daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comtwo months ago with the Gallup team, The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and baththe soldier boys have not played an from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
outside aggregation,
and it is not carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
known what kind of ball they will very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
This resort Is attracupon request.
play. According to the soldiers, how- year round. There U now a commodever, they are in the tournament to ious hotel for the convenience of In- tive at all seasons and Is open all
win first money and that is all there valids and tourists.
People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente
is to it. They are going to play con- from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
centrated and aggressive ball this contagious diseases, are not accepted, reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
atfernoon and declare Albuquerque "hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
will have to do some tall playins if of alkaline salts U the gallon, being address:
they exiiect to carry away the long end
of the score.

if

Connection made wltn Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
Register.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
The New Mexican Printing Com- Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- events.
pany has on hand a large supply of mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
While no so extensive as last year
pads and tablets suitable for school manager. Automobile Line.
when the National Irrigation Congress
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
met here, the exhibits are large and
and merchants; good everywhere. We
"While in the army in 1863 1 was the entire
territory is represented with
will sell them at 5 cents in book form. taken with chronic diarrhoea," says
an extensive showing of fruits and proGeorge M. Felton of South Gibson, duce. San Juan county has sent two
Pa. "I have since tried many reme
carloads of apples which are later to
dies but without, any permanent re-- j
be sent to the apple show at Denver,
lief until Mr. A. W. Miles of this place
where they will probably take many
persuaded me to try Chamberlain's
From
since the fruit is the finest ever
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy prizes
here.
shown
one bottle of which stopped it at
Santa Fe Loses First Game.
once." For sale by all druggists.
The Socorro baseball club won the
Leaves BARRANCA at 2 35 p w
can
do
first
Mexican
game of the territorial fair series
New
The
printing
7 p. m
Arrives at TAOS at
equal to that done in any of the large at the fair grounds yesterday aftercities. Our solicitor, every piece of noon by defeating Santa Fe in an
work we turn out. Try our stock eleven inning contest, the final score
once and you will certainly come being 7 to 6 in favor of the Gem City
We have all the facilities for aggregation. The same went to Socornearer (lnnil fftflmH again.
Ton
turning out every class of work, In ro only after a mighty battle in which
lian any otlier amy
eluding one of the best binderies in the boys from the little southern town
the west.
were forced to bring out the very best
BACK TO THE WOODS'
they had, which yesterday happened to
will
or
quickly be the mighty "Rube" Waddell, of the
Tickling
dry Coughs
loosen when using Dr. Snoop's Cough St. Louis Americans, in his time the
Remedy. And it is so thoroughly stellar light of the big leagues and still
harmless, that Dr. Shoop tells mothers a wonderful pitcher. Even at that the
to use nothing else, even for very Santa Fe lads had the nerve to go in,
young babies. The wholesome green and touch "Rube" for four hits in
leaves and tender stems of a lung heal- four and two-thirinnings. The con- curashrub
the
was
mountainous
test
give
interesting from the first half
ing
tive properties to Dr. Shoop's Cough of the first until the last half of the
Remedy. It claims the cough, and eleventh, and if the games to be played
memheals the sensitive bronchial
during the remainder of the series are
branes. No opium, no chloroform, anything like yesterday's exhibition,
nothing harsh used to injure or sup- there is certain to be a big crowd of
press. Demand Dr. Shoop's. Accept fans on deck each time.
no other. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Santa Fe got off on the right foot in
the inferior woods that you used to Co.
the first inning. With two out, Lyons
use if this new line of Lumber of
got a pass, and was scored by Guard
ours is not the best you ever put a
If you want anytnrng on earth try who smashed a hot one to right. Sosaw or nail in! We are striving to a New Mexican want "ad."
corro was blanked for three Innings,
an3
supply only the best seasoned
but tied the score in the fourth when
least flawed Lumber that can be
Powell singled to left and stole second.
and we
found in this neighborhood,
Galloway unmuzzled a Texas leaguer
Relieve we are succeeding in pleasing
over short center and Powell scamp
furs
of
handsome
line
Beautiful
just
all our numerous customers. Let us received at the Racket Store. Prices er to the plate. Santa Fe was goose-eggedear your complaints either as to from $2.50 to $25.
for five innings, while Socorro
Hurry and get
juality or price. We'll cheerfully first pick. They are the very newest got in their heavy stick work in the
remedy anything that's wrong.
and snappiest ever shown in the city. fifth, when they hit "Tommy" Lock
hart quite freely. Donovan got to first
W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
on a single and "Pop" Edmunds made
the initial sack on a fielder's choice.
Toner singled, advancing Donovan and
With the bases full and
Edmunds.
every one on tip toe, Clancy picked
out a nice one and sent it sizzling over
the second bag to deep center, scor
OF
ing Donovan, Edmunds and Toner and
making second for himself. Graham
followed suit with a two base hit, scor
ing Clancy and Galloway, not to be out
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
done by his team Bates made a two
base hit; scoring Graham. This bat
ting rally netted the Socorros five
women
men
and
school whose aim is to prepare young
runs, and things loked pretty blue for
the Oncient City bunch. They play
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
ers from the old pueblo, were game.
11 College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
however, and did not give up the right
even
for a minute.
EcoHousehold
in
and
C'vil and Electrical Engineering
With the score 6 to 1 all to the good
for the Socoroites, the Santa Fe boys
nomics Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculdecided a swat fest was due and pro
ceeded to pull it off as per schedule.
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
Lopez singled to center field and Lock-har- t
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
scored him on a great three bag
ger to right. Owen scored Lockhart
for self support.
with a two base hit and Lyons scored
Owens with a three base hit to center.
QFor Catalogue and further information, address the President
Up to this juncture of the contest
"Red" Sponer, a Glenwood Springs
snit-bal- l
artist, essayed to do the
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
pitching. Red got along fine until the
fatal seventh, when nearly every man
the ball for all there
up
was in it. The "spit," for which Red
WATCHES
DIAMONDS
has quite a "rep," suddenly lost its
potent charm. The Santa Feans had de
cided they had full and plenty of reachof
Eye Tested and ing for the hall when It wasn't there.
RIGHT PRICES
Seeing that something would have to
pitted By Up-to- RIGHT GOODS
be done to stem the tide, "Rube" WadDate Method dell was sent In to save the day.
EL Y
RIGHT SERVICE
','Rube,". had all the confidence in the
world in himself when he went up to
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE, '
the rubber. In throwing a few to the
. S48 8an Franelaco Street,1 Santa Fe, N. M.
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CALIEflTE HOT SPRINGS.

j

j

Military Ball Tonight.
The National Guard armory at A
buquerque tonight will be the scene of
a military ball tendered by a number of Albuquerque society leaders, in
honor of the visiting military men.
Arrangements for the affair have been
worked out with much regard to the
details and it promises to be one ofi
the most pleasant social events ol
the week. The armory has the most
extensive dancing floor in New Mexl- co and is capable of accommodating!
a very large number of dancers. The!
lloor has been placed in fine condi-tion. The music for the dance will be!
furnished by a talented orchestra.
The grand march will begin at nine
o'clock and will probably be led by
Governor Curry. All men in uniform
together with their ladies will be admitted free. A charge of fifty cents
will be made for other gentlemen
who may wish to attend, their ladies
also being admitted gratis. The ball
will be attended by General Thomas
and aide; Governor Curry and Adju
tant General Ford, Captain McCoy
and the officers of the Third cavalry,
Mayor Felix H. Lester and others.
The following ladies will act as patronesses: Mrs. W. G. Tight, Mrs.
Ivan Grunsfeld, Mrs. Robert Smart,
Mrs. J. H. O'Rielly, Mrs. Felix II. Lester, Mrs. M. L. Stern, Mrs. W. S.
Hopewell, Mrs. Clark M. Carr. The
floor committee, selected from Com
pany G, National Guard, will be as
follows: Meksrs. E. A. Shields, C.
Noyes, H. B. Hunter, George Brandt.
T. P. Hanson, Carl Bach, John Wick- ham, J. Sezymanski, J. H. Cummins,
J. W. Thompson, J. A. Wickham, Stanley Kabes, F. W. Griffith and O. C.
Wellnian.
A brief patriotic concert
will precede the grand march.
New Mexico Cattlemen.
The second annual convention of
the New Mexico Cattle and Horse
Growers Association met here yesterday for a four days' session with representatives of the live stock industry of the whole southwest in attendance. T. W. Tomlinson, of Denver, secretary of the American National Livestock Association, and Fred P.
Johnson, secretary of the Western Association and of the Colorado Livestock Association, and other Colorado
men are attending. Mr. Tomlinson
The
spoke today on organization.
New Mexico association is just entering its second year but already has
a membership of more than 500.
Funeral Directors.
The fourth annual session of the
New Mexico's Funeral Directors' and
Embalmers' Association began at 10
o'clock this morning in the parlors of
the Commercial Club, with some forty
delegates present, representing all
parts of the Territory. The following was the program for the first
days' session:
Call to order
President Borders
Invocation
Rev. A. M. Mandalari
Address of Welcome
Alderman P. Hanley
In behalf of Mayor Lester.
M. H. Kuhn
Response ,
Solo
.Mrs. H. J. Collins
Address
Prof. W. P. Hohenschuh
Iowa City, Iowa.
After session, 2 p, m.
Roll Call. ,
Report of committees on membership and credentials.
Lecture
Prof. Hohenschuh
Address
.President Borders
H. C. Strong
Report of secretary
Report of Treasurer Frank H. Strong
Evening Session, 7:30 p. m.
lecture
Prof. Hohenschuh

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Oj )

1

CilienU.

Proorietor.

Tai.

N M

County

Veils Fargo k Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
--

All

TO-

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg i
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Caaada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J.

D.

BARNES. Aaent.

LIVERY STABLE

j

(Continued

on Page Six.)

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HACKS.

CALL UP PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

Line

CHAS. CLOSS0R3.
8'

A. W, gipiegelberg- 627 San

inaiao

M

Francisco

Street

(Micao Wares

aafl

Giirlos

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

ONLY
of the"

finest

TIPEXr

Embroideries

'

SAM

i White Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

nnnnc on
i nUULI
Annie OLLIUmttll
ociipmam nDV
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
$3.75
2.00
1.00
75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
union?

THE SCHOOL OF MINES.
The New Mexican is pleased to
learn that the, New Mexico School of
Mines at Socorro is flourishing and
is doing better work for the Territory, and i,ts students than it ever .has
done before. The School of Mines by
confining iiself to the purposes for
which it was created has not had as
large an attendance as some of the
other institutions which sought to
cover everything in the line of learn-- ,
ing from kindergarten to the professions, but as mining is one of the
great industries of the Territory
which would profit most by being in
the bands of competent engineers, the
school is contributing to the growth
to
of the industry and is helping
make it a wealth producer of much
consequence. Train the boys of your
commonwealth to take advantage of
the opportunities at home and you
will have done well for the future of
your state. Says the Socorro Chieftain :
"It is now quite evident that the
New Mexico School of Mines has just
entered upon by far the most flourThe enishing year in its history.
rollment for the year is already considerably larger than the total enrollment for last year and new students
continue to present themselves almost every day. Room in the dormi- tory is already scarce and at the pres- ent rate will soon be at a premium,
It seems as though the years of hard
struggle to keep the institution on
its feet are at last past, that it is
now firmly established, and that all
efforts may hereafter be bent toward
the development of the school along
the most, useful lines."

EVERY EDITOR KNOWS.
has been sonio criticism
lately of the Now Mexican and other
New Mexico newspapers because they
did not like the Denver Post and a
few other city papers, give a column
or two to the salacious details of
divorce cases and other scandal. One
subscriber says: "Every cue knew
all about, it anyway and what was
there gained by not publishing the
details? It would have made very
interesting reading and would have
sold you many extra copies." That, is
the temptation that assails editors
everywhere, and to be true, the average editor could print a much spicier
paper than he does if he were to tell
what he knew. He gets no credit, for
pulling the mantle of charity over the
hideous nakedness cf the many truths
that come stalking under his eye, but
he is true to a trust that he feels he
owes the public. Editor Will Robinat Rosson of the Register-Tribun- e
well. put. this phase of editorial ethics
in his own convincing way last week
at the meeting of the Pecos Valley
Editorial Association when he said:
"The Pecos valley editor uses charity in his interpretation of the news
and as a result, there are less divorces, less scandal, in this district than
any other part of the southwest. We
have to do it. for to use the cardinal
principle of another society: 'There is
so much good in the worst of us,
and so much bad in the best of us,
that it ill behooves all of us to talk
about the rest of us.' There is a
whole sermon in that little quotation,
I
with whose exact arrangement
have taken some liberties, and it applied every day by every member
of this association.
Perhaps not as
much as we would like, but. enough to
make our calling the greatest friend
of those who have heavy burdens.
"The principle must be applied to
all of society. Few of us but know
of the weakness of this and that public man, how all is not as it appears
on the surface with our fellows, but
it is a duty devolving upon all of us
to pick out the best that the other
fellow does, tell the world about it
and let the other fellow do the judging.
'"In my mind, humanity is far behind the application of this divine
principle as employed by the editors.
It is because their callings do not
make it f'K'b a daily necessity. Certainly the most of them fail in their
application of it to the local printer
and newspaper man to a greater or
less degree. There are a few in every
town who do, but the mass seldom
think of it. The country editor goes
WHAT
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WH ERE LIES THE FAULT?
The Taos Valley News makes the
following (cnimeut:
Commissioners
"County
Trujillo
and Ortega held session at the court
house this week, closing their labors
on inursuay.
ney bad a busy three)
days of it. and report the county fund
in a deplorable condition, with salaries in arrears, and the treasury empty. Where's the fault?"
The fault is easily located. Al
though nature has blessed Taos coun- tj more abundantly with mines, water.
fertile lands and other resources than
any other county in the Territory, yet
it returns the smallest assessment
not only as a whole but per capita.
Each taxpayer in Taos county pays
less taxes on the average than the tax- 4

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGESPAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
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75 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
mail
Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by
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one tenth of what the taxpayer of
Chaves county, pays for instance. Too
many property owners in Taos county
hide behind the $200 exemption law
and too many others' Teturn less than
ten cents on the dollar on the property they own. Land grants that
couldn't be bought for the entire assessed valuation of the county are returned at a mere pittance. The remedy is up to the assessor and the board
of Taos
cf county commissioners
county and to no one else, except it be
to the people themselves at the biennial election.
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Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the D. S.
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General

and
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Land
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Offices.
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Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given io all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
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Attorneys-at-Law-
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specialty. Office in Catron Block.
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New Mexico
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Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral secarity. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys a d sells
domestic and fore'gn; exchange and makes telegraphic-transfeof money to all part's of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any mone7 transmiting agency-publior private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's';
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock!
and products. The bank executes al1 orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is eoisistent with safety and
the principles ol sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
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HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-Law-
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The poor South is
Practic in the District Courta as
again. Sarcely a month elapses but well as before the Supreme Court of
that terrible havoc is wrought by the Territory.
New Mexico
some disastrous manifestations of Las Cruces
the elements. This time it is the
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Florida coast and especially the prosAttorney-at-Law- .
perous city of Key West that had to
bear the brunt. To people in Santa
Practices in the Supreme and
WLkUAM VAUGHN pROP,
Fe it seems strange that people will
Courts of the Territory. Office:
New Mexico
live at the brink of a volcano or along Socorro
One
a coast exposed to the fury of elein
ments when they could escape all this
WILLIAM McKEAN,
Cuisine
and
Attorney-at-Law- .
Lflrge Sample
by residing at Santa Fe and still more
Table Service
R )oai for Commarvelous that storm after storm
Mining and Land Law.
will cause damages mounting into the Taos
New Mexico
Unexcelled
mercial Travelers
millions and yet the country be prosSANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
A most, regrettable feature
C. W. G. WARD,
WASHINGTON AVENUE
perous.
of the Florida disaster is that looters
Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
by the scores got busy when the storm
subsided and that the mayor had :to Las Vegas
New Mexico
declare martial law. The New .Mexican cannot conceive of such a conAMERICAN AND
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
EUROPEAN PLA
C. J. Robert,
dition in this Territory and yet, some Jesse G. Northcutt,
Attorneys-at-Law- .
people will maintain that New Mexico
is not fitted for statehood while FlorOffices1:
Raton, N. M., and Triniida 'has been in the Union almost a dad, Colorado.
hundred years and no one questioning
its fitness despite such news as the
G. V. PRICHARD,
lootAssociated
Press
of
and Counsellor-at-Law- .
today
brings
Attorney
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in all the District Courts
West
a time of sorat
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ing
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While New Mexico insists that it row and
disaster.
and gives special attention to cases
have representation in the two houses
the Territorial Supreme Court.
before
of Congress, it cannot complain that
Office:
Laughlin Elk. Santa Fe, N. M.
it. has been without friends in both
Superintendent of Public Instruction
bodies, friends that have clone as .1. E. Clark has sent out a circular to
GEORGE
BARBER,
much for the Territory, perhaps, as county school superintendents connetor
and Counsellor-at-LaAttorney
its own representatives might have struing the compulsory
vaccination
in the District Court and
Practices
Of late years, there law. He has put the most liberal inaccomplished.
of the Territory.
Commodious Sample rorm
have been Senators Penrose of Penn- terpretation on it and this has been Supreme Courts
attention given to all business.
Prompt
and
Elkins
of
West
sylvania
Virginia, approved by the office of the attorney Lincoln
Nev Mexico Long Distance Telephone Station.
County
Speaker Cannon and a host of others, general. He rules in effect that any
the
entire
including
Pennsylvania child that has been vaccinated successCATRON & CATRON,
delegation and most of those from fully within the past five years and unAttorneys and Counsellors-at-Law- .
New York. Senator Warren of WySteam Heated: Electric
successfully within the past twelve
Office: Catron Block.
FIRST CLASS CAFE
oming, has been a staunch friend of months need not be vaccinated
Mexico
New
again.
Fe
Santa
Lighted, Every Room
the Territory ever since he took his Of
IN CONNECTION '
course, there is strong sentiment on
a Good One,
seat in the Senate nineteen years ago
of a respectable minority against
G. VOLNEY HOWARD,
part
and not only of the Territory but also
vaccination altogether, but the law
Attorney and Counseler at Law
of all its interests, such as irrigation.
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,0, to Its prosperity. Sen- - i emeu y of those Opposed to vaccinaSpeaks Spanish.
are necessary
'Phone 192 Black.
tion is to have the law repealed at the
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the P,.oat
tn o
nmmnr,. next session of the legislature,
N.
M.
along year after year boosting hit! wealth
Saiita
mediFe,
reliable
Official
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
one
and
hand,
like Wyoming in Bending to
town, his country and the principles
vaccination
show
statistics
that
cal
represent it at Washington men of
of
H. R. PUTNAM,
character, men above the average has practically stamped out smallpox
U. S. Court Commissioner and
In the smaller communities, where
an
in
as
and
other
epidemic
Germany
caliber, men who will command reConveyarcer.
practically everybody knows every- spect and attention in any legislative European countries and on the other
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
body else, the tactful silence of the body. The fact of the matter is, that hand, those opposed, blame vaccina
Correspon .ents asking Information
newspaper on topics which are un- the lesser western commonwealths tion for many evils and call is com
savory and yet are bandied from have been as circumspect in the se- pulsory enforcement, an infringement concerning the Territory of New MexX;irst Class ISistsraiaiit In. Coiua. ecticn.
ico promptly answered
mouth to mouth, prevents many a lection of men for the Senate as have of personal liberty.
G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
50c and up
RATES
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heartburn and many a disgrace that been most of the older and more pop-- ;
Santa Fe New Mexico- OPEN Day & Night
otherwise would result in disruption ulous states and men like Senators
Pecos valley newspapers appreciate
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
of families and perhaps, in tragedy.
Warren, Teller, Flint, Borah, Carter the good things said of their valley
Bonds and Investments.
and others have ranked or do rank in by the publications in other parts
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
As was foreshadowed by the New national history with men like Sena- of the Territory. Says the Register-Tribun- e
Judicial District of New Mexico.
AMERICAN PLAN $1,60
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at Roswell:
tors Root, Knox, Cummins, La
New Mexioi
has retired from the Tribune-Citizen- .
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK
''Such a boost as the Albuquerque rLas Cruces
and others that could be named
Eastern and local bank references.
The paper will now be edit who have served lately or serve at Journal gave Roswell in its special
ed from Santa Fe which will be quite present in the Senate from east of edition- last Sunday was of priceless
Draftsman.
a jolt to Albuquerque pride although the Missouri.
J. W. PRESTON. Proprietor.
value. Come to think of it, after the R. W. WITTMAN,
M.
N.
the editor's name does not appear in
Santa
Fe,
Santa Fe New Mexican, where is
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER fife
the editorial heading. Mr. Heywood
Copies made of official township,
Despite all distortion and twisting there a better newspaper friend of
LADIES' DINING ROOM
must be given the credit of creating of the financial figures of the terri- the city and the valley than the small
ECTEL
mineral
and
SANTA Fc, N. M.
holding,
grant
a splendid paper out of a jumble and torial treasurer's office, the Demo- Journal?"
of
field
notes,
wreck of linotypes, old presses and cratic press of New Mexico has failIt is the right spirit. It causes old plats. Also, transcripts
material carted up from El Paso, and ed to explain why New Mexico secur- friends to be more loyal and zealous grant .apers and other public records
in avoiding with three notable excep- ities were below par and why an and makes new friends at the same on file in the U. S. Surveyor General's
tions for which he humbly apologized enormous deficiency was left to a Re- time. Next to being appreciated at office.
the temptations to which the Albu- publican administration, by the much home, where it too often is not, the
ROSWELL-TOEEANC- E
CONY T. BROWN,
querque Sun owed its demise. Yester- lamented Thornton regime, why New average newspaper likes to stand well
Mining Engineer.
cov- Mexico four
day's issue of the Tribune-Citizeand
ROUTE.
per cent bonds sell to- in neighboring communities
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Secretary and Treasurer of New
ering eighteen pages, would have been day at 104 and 105 among the brok throughout its commonwealth.
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Mexico School of Mines.
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over
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The New Mexican learns that there Socorro
over
any other route.
points
and Kissel Automobiles.
formerly of the Citizen, in charge steadily reducing its bonded indebted- - are on mitigating circumstances in the
Full equipment of modern Cars in
For Chapped Hands.
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passenthe New Mexican has no doubt, that ness and is spending less per capita atrocious murder for which Santos
on
skin
whether
the
Chapped
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert Chaufthe Democratic party has at last an for actual expenses of administering Ortiz was sentenced to he hanged at
or face may be cured in one Santa Fe and all points In the
crgan of which it need not be
feurs in charge of every car. Seat
the territorial government than it Silver City and if that is the case, it hands
Chamberlain's
applying
Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by applying to
did fourteen years ago, although it is is very unlikely that Governor Curry night by
Salve. It is also unequaled for sore ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
giving vastly more to its public wm interfere beyond the giving of a
burns and scalds. For sale
nipples,
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., RosCarrlzozo is enterprising if nothing schools and its educational and char- thirty days' respite. Of late there
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t:00 p. m. connecting with trains for well, New Mexico.
?
else and if Lincoln had been half as itable institutions which have been have been too many deeds of violence by
SO
benRl Paso and all points on Rock Island
lbs. Any
Baggage allowance
enterprising, it probably wculd never mostly created since then for the
in New Mexico and while many of
amount of baggage can be carried
have lost the county seat. Carrizozo efit of the tax payers and the
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not only has two newspapers while
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
even that is no excuse which should;
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The beautiful black eye that is giv- Townsite Company now comes to the
the life of another wfuM
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M. M. Darker of

at the Claire.

beck as scon

a bank

pass
yo'ir,g man who gets
some day sconer
will
earn
to
money
as he begins
or Uter be comfortably well tixed if not rich,
through the fact that when a business opp rtumty
comes" along he will have some money and credit
man will nnd chances to
tograp it. Every younguuney
to invest above his
money by having
actual necessities
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F. C. Wilson was at. Taos last
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H. T. Henderson, of Durango, Col".,
is a business visitor registered at the
Palace.
YV. H. Kerr, the barber, is in the
Duke City with his aggregation of
slab artists.
.J. IS. Davis, a commercial man from!
New York, selling; a line of blankets.
is a guest at the Claire.
J. V. Raynold.s, superintendent of
the territorial penitentiary, was a visitor in Las Vegas yesterday,
F. Gregory, a traveling man from
Boston, represent ins a large shoe firm,
the Little
is stopping at the Palace.
Dr. T. A. .McCarthy, federal sheei:
If you have an ordinary heater you are buying the big load of soft coal
'inspector leaves tonight for Albuquerwhere the small load would be sufficient fuel to produce the same
'
que on official business.
amount of heat in the
Miss Clara Olson, private 'secretary
to Governor Curry, left this forenoon
on a pleasure trip to Taos.
from
M. O'Neill the mining man
The celebrated Hot Blast Down-Dra- ft
in the Wilson produces perfect
Cerrillos is in town on business. 11
combustion and the burnable fumes which escape in other heaters are
at
is quartered
the Claire.
Charles Wright, an Albuquerque
consumed in the Wilson, so that every shovelful of coal in
traveling man, was among the arrivals
the Wikon Heater will produce 40 per cent more heat than
at the Palace hotel last night,
the
rame
j
of coal in other healers.
O.
St.
Melton and wife of
amount
Louis,
r
t '
are enjoying the sights of Santa if.
one J.uccs to wabte money vv.y throw away 40
They are guests at the Claire.
cent
en
every dollar you spend for fuci.
District Attorney Alexander Read
of Tierra Amanita returned last eveSanta Fe Harrlware
ning from a trip to Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lavan of this
p y
city are among the many who went
to Albuquerque yesterday for the fair.
Hon. T. B. Catron has gone to Albuquerque, where he is booked to respond to a toast at the Taft .banquet. on Wednesday evening to remain unH. S. Arnold, ranchman from the til after President Taft's visit.
Pecos arrived last night with his
Attorney and Mrs. Charles C. Catwife. They are guests at the
ron have gone to Albuquerque where
FURS-FURS-WINT- ERF
Mr. Catron will attend the annual
E. J. Evans a commercial man from meeting of the Bar Association
of
Kansas City was an arrival on today's which he is secretary and treasurer.
noon train. He is a guest at the
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince was in
Claire.
D. C,
three days last
Washington.
F. P. Kellogg and wife of Denver
fo- - it with the newest
and we are
week in attendance at the quarterly
are among the guests at the Palace.
of
National
the
Board
of
the
meeting
and snappiest line of beautiful furs e?er shown
Kellogg is a commercial traveling Daughters of the American Revolution,
in the city.
man.
as state recent of New Mexico.
R. Clough,
of Colorado
Springs,
Dr. W. G. Rowan, of Carlsbad, was
PRICES RANGING FROM
TO
and L. Bordwell of Xew York, are in
those who arrived yesterday
among
are
town on business. They
stopping to
take the medical exaniinaiion beWe would be pleased to show tbem to you,
at the Palace.
of
territorial
fore
medical
the
board
man.
arrived
for when you s- - e them we know it means a sale.
F. Butler, the cement
examiners.
He is stopping at the
last evening, being on his way from Claire.
Just received also bi line childrens jackets that
Arizona to Denver. He is registered at
to
range inp;ice from
ExGovernor L. Bradford Prince on
the Palace.
R. S. Herbert, the packing house last Wednesday evening, at the town
representative of I. as Vegas, is in San- hall at Flushing. N. Y., delivered the
CHILDRENS,
ta Fe on his weekly visit and quar- historical address at the local celebra
MISSES and
tered at the Palace.
commem
tion ot the Hudson-FultoLADIES
M. M. Stevens
(Billy Oyster), a oration. Says the Flushing Evening
traveling man out of Denver, is in Journal which prints the address in
Ii
town selling oysters. He is quarter- full together with a picture of
ernor Prince: "Judge Prince express
ed at the Palace.'
W. F. Castle, editor of the Index, ed his pleasure at being
permitted tc
at Stanley, southern Santa Fe coun- again speak in the old town hall, for
ty, is" a business visitor registered he said before he went to New Mexico
at the Claire.
he thought there was no public meetBarrington Moore, a member of the ing held there at which he didn't
forest service from Albuquerque, ar- speak. His speech which was exTHEY ARE NEW AND PRICES RIGHT
rived in town last night. He is a tremely interesting was listened to
guest at the Palace.
with close attentian and at its close,
O, C. Watson, formerly of this city, Judge Prince was
given a vote of
now of Pueblo, Colo., is among the thanks."
throng of insurance men at AlbuquerTHE RACKET STORE.
que durin fair week.
Undertaker J. D. Mulligan left yes
terday for Albuquerque to take the
examination permitting him to prac
tice embalming in New- - Mexico.
Former District Clerk W. E. Martin of Socorro, is in Albuquerque,
with as strong a baseball team as
THE LEADING
the Gem City ever put into the field.
A. L. Boswell, accompanied by his
6B00ERS
Wife and child arrived yesterday from
NEW ABSTRACT DEPART MEN In connection
Spokane, coming on a sightseeing
with
ESTATE & INSURANCE busiaess;
trip. He is quartered at the Claire.
experienced man in charge.
Miss Cora Hanish of Terre Haute,
FarmW.
Mrs.
of
a
John
is
Ind.,
guest
er. Miss Hanish, who is a church and
IF YOU WANT A CLEAR
concert singer of repute will spend the
TITLE TO YOUR PROPERTY,
winter in Santa Fe.
.1
Dr. Walter W. Rhyan of Hagerman,
Chaves county, yesterday took the
medical examination before the terO. C- ritorial board of examiners. He is reg-- :
-
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Valley JSaheh

Have you yisited the VALLEY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded ' nt
great expense and offer the test of borne comforts with splenaid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch on the Pecos this jear was '
made by a Santa Fe man at .VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season clos

mous Oro Quay mine.

Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
is home from a business trip to
and will leave for Albuquerque
Ros-we-

Ask four Wife

-

Aie you aware that the grouse' and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court nnd
'
dancing floor in the, territory.
aja.d. all Xjaibrixi.att.ari,

About a Hqee

,

valley ranch,

F. MILLER, Mgr.

n. m

THE HOME BAKERY
EAST SIDE Of PLAZA.

NOW READY FOR BUSINESS
Order from Us direct, or Phone to the Wiiter,
Grocdry or H. S Kaune and Co, until our
phone is ia place,. t us have your i.rder for
regulti goods or s racial order,
L-J-

CATRON

ent of the Continental Casualty Company of Chicago, was in consultation
today with Assistant Superintendent
of Insurance P. M. Lienau.
County Commissioner I. Sparks has
gone to San Pedro, southern Santa
Ye county, to look after his extensive
mining interests including the fa- -

--

J- -

SAMA

F. P. Kellogg, division superintend-

M

October 15th.

7tATSON

SANTA PE

istered at the Palace.

Catron Block.

78

Flour

Every

Woman-living-

;

in

ren-

ted property lenirs to
frei into a noue of lier own.
There are hundreds of thlners
she would like to do to make her
wu home more confortable,
at tractive and pleasant Nearly
every woman Is a money saver
and she will hel p y ou wonderfully
to pay for a home.
1

Rent Money
Will

j

r

contains more Gluten
which is the very life of
whea
th
and which

makes the bread nutritious
and WHOLESOME
nother vitally impor
tant feature BOSS
PATENT FLOUR is

San Francisco St.

BLOCK

&

COMPANY

.

189

Drink
Pabst

DlGNEO

&

NEW MEXICO

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

NAPOLEON Agts.
-

lilMlii'ffl-li'fie'l'M-

A'

enti-re'yfre- e

from CELLULOSE

the indigestible element

Do

NEY.
294

B

OSS PATENT FLOUR
IS BEST becb use it
gives the bes. rsulta in
bread and pastry of any
flour you cin buy.

of the wheat.

We will ell you a very desirable hon, eon payments which
rent money will n ake
jour
Oon't wait. Begin now paying
for your home.
LET TJS EXPLAIN
OUR
CONTRACT 0R CHEAP MOGEO. M. KINSELL

ll

PH)NE

RED

FE-

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Hack
H.

S. KAUNE S GO.

&

CO.

Bus bin

120 San Francisco St.
Call np 132 Black for Carriages.

Railroad; Time Table

extco Central

Jiew

"0'.

&

I

41

I

r
-

HI

"

tkS

"
"
"

80
1(15

116

'p.ln.

861

1U9
1378

;

319
'

2.4i
!

1130
1543
220

a. .
a. in,
a- - in.
P. in.
p. m,
a. in.

5.14
5.39
ii.13

Ktuiuria

w; iiui-I etliir vn !e
Toirttiice

T&
8.00

"

930
7.35
11.45
8.00
7.00
1.00

7.013

"

"

2.3
2.11
'..15

"

"
I"

12.4,1

6.317
6.204
6,136
6.093
6.0S8
6.244
6.430

11.35!
11.05

1.00

"
'

a.

in

.0.35

Kansas City
St. I.ouU

lO.tO p, in.
9.00
1.15
9.45 a. ill.
6. 00 p. ill.

""

ki l'a so
2" Los Angelas
A

l.

3 17

(Hik-ag-

ALT.

5.25 p. III.
"
4.22

sum ley

Mot'iiut.v

Palace.
Mrs. A. C. Ireland, Los Angeles;
R. Clongh, Colorado Springs; L. Bord-welNew York; Walter W. Khyan,

CP

HA1LY

Lv Santa Ke Ar
Ar Kennedy l.v

1.45
p. in.
"

'

PASS'K

STATIONS

PASS'R
JDAIIA.

(

MOTELjVRRIVALS

RK All

KKAD I"WN

Tl.KS

Mi'.xicoOity
RiHWvll Lv

M.

6.m

Si, Louis Rockv

7K
two
602
3.700
363

'1.349

6'00 a. in.

Pacific

Railway

Ml

&

Comoanj

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
1,

DAILY
00
I
10 12
10 35
10 50

Miles From
De. Moines

a. m.

a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
II 05 a m
11 20 a. m"
11 45 a. iu.
12 20 p. m.
12 45 p. m.
t 30 p. m.
8 60 p. m.
34 15 p. m,
4 45 p m.
4 55 p. m.
15 50 p. m.
6 16 p, m.
5 35 p. m.
J 08 p. m.
i, 10 p. m.
7. 23 p. in.
7. 46 p. m.

Miles From

STATIONS.
NlM.

Lv. Ies Moines,;
" Rumaldo,
" Dedman
" Oapulla
"

0

Raton

Arr,
Lv

49
45

No

Hagennan; Forest

S.

Cart-wrigh-

t,

F. Gregory,
Albuquerque;
Boston ; Charles Wright, Albuquer
que; M. .u. stevers, uenver; uarruig-toMoore, New York; H. T. Hender
son, Durango; C. L. Boucher, Las Vegas; F. P. Kellogg and wife, Denver;
F. Butler, Denver; R. S. Herbert, Las
Vegas.
Claire.
J. B. Davis, Xew York; W. G. Row- iin. Carlsbad: ,1. G. Moir, Deming; S.
M. M. Bark
A. Watters, Farmington;
er, Denver; .1. W. KiQge, Liouisviue;
B. C. Speer. Truchas; A. L. Boswell
wife and child, Spokane; B. P. Will
iams, Raton; O. C. Melton and wife,
St. Louis; V. F. Castle, Stanley; F,
F. Robbins, Lat, Wisconsin; S. C.
Kniglit, Reno, Nevada.
Normandie.
Carl Lee, Pagosa Springs; L. Stock,
A. F. Smith, Stanley; S. Arnold and
wife, Pecos; Mrs. F. Lasswell, Stanley; .1. Giles, Bellville, Kans.; J. M.
Plowman, Stanley.
Coronado.
Josefa Hen-era- ,
Pagosa Springs; V.
D. Meyer, Estancia; R. Gallegos, C.
Gallegos, Chama; J. B. Ewing, Pinas;
J. B. Cooner, Las Animas; Juan Val- Es
dez. San Juan; E. R. Martinez,
D.
Juan
Rodriguez,
Espanola;
tancia;
Montoya, Flagstaff.

2

daily:
6 30
6 15
4 55
4 36
4 25
8 65

D.,

n

pjcscnwr Haiiv maWns direct connection at Torrance witu the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
nnickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
Exclusive agents all steamship
of the world. Pullman berths reserved.
lines. Information eladlv furnisheu.
.T
Laughlin Bldg
p T.VNfi ritv Freieht and Passenger Agent

NO
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It's a pity when sick ones drug the
stomach or stimulate the Heart and

That is all wrong! A weak
weak , Stomach
means
nerves, always. And this is also true
of the Heart and Ki 'neys. The weak
nerves are instead crying out for help
This explains why Dr. Shoop's Restor
ative is promptly helping Stomach,
Heart and Kidney ailments. The Re
storative reaches out for the actual
cause ot tnese anmenis me iainng
inside nerves." Anyway test the Re
storative 48 hours. It wont cure so
TO.
soon as that, but you will surely know
in
that help is coining. Sold by Stripling- Co.
N Burrows
Kidnevs.
stomach,

FRATERNAL

Every woman covets a shapely figure, and many of them
deplore the loss of their girlish forms after marriage.
The bearing of children is
often destructive to the
shaneliness. All of this Can be avoided by the use of
Mother's Friend before babv comes, as tnis nnimeni prepares ine
the symmetry of her form.
body for the strain upon it, and preserves
less, and carries her
Mother's Friend makes the danger of child-bircritical
this
through
safely
iR
:

mntl-ipr'-

MASGNiC.

1

s

th

TKahoo n rlo rrratA
fully tell of the benefit and
relief derived trom tne use
or tins remeay. ,t$1ooPerWttie.
A

AT?Wl

'Hi ill IlANiHfc)

T

FAIR OPENS WITH

A

RUSH.

j

(Continued From Page Three.)

Professor 'William Hohenschuh, the
best known lecturer and demonstrator in the science of embalming in
the I'niied States, arrived last night
from Iowa City, Iowa, to be present
at

i

lie convention

and

give

.

daily

demonstrations which will form the
most profitable feature of the meeting for the members of the association.
Among the members of the organization who arrived yesterday were
Clark Dilley, of Roswell; J. D. Pollock, of Silver City; J. C. Mc.Arthur,
of Raton; E. D. Mayham of Deming;
and others. Secretary H. C. Strong,
will arrive this morning as will J. A.
Mahonev of Deming. L. P. Montenie
of Roswell, and others.
The present, officers of the associa
tion are as follows:
A. Borders, president, Albuquerque.
.1.
A.
Alahoney, vice president,
Deming.
H. C. Strong, secretary, Las Cruces.
F. H. Strong, treasurer, Albuquer-

ALAN

5.

I

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-1 a r
communication
first Monday of each
month
at
Masonle
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
Worthy Master
McCORD, Secretary.
rL

i

i

"iiqr

uj--

R. .A.

appointment of a receiver, which after
all proved a fortunnte thing tor the
stockholders as the receiver, Mr. E. A.
Wayne was able to effect a merger of
the Comanche interests with the interests of another large corporation
known as the Copper Gulf Company
operating in the Burro mountains. Thi
merger resulted in the forma'tion of the
Savanna Copper Company, and the ex
change of Comanche shares for shares
in the new company at a fixed ratio.
Practically all of the Comanche stock-- j
holders availed themselves of the opportunity so that today the
company contains eighty-threper cent of the old Comanche
stockholders and that they will eventually win out in their investment is
the firm belief 'of everybody in this
section who is at all acquainted with
the big mining estate in the Burro
mountain and the extensive holdings
e

-

, m

No.

1,

i

Santa Fe Chapter

ES3

Book mailed free to all expectant mothers.
IHE BRAD FIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta. Ga.

SOCIETIES

M.

Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masni
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T.

Regular conclave;
Monday In e&ck
month ,at Masonic Hall at

fourth

7:30

p. m.

H. F. STEPHENS. E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each montli
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening is
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza-VisitiScottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
14th

ng

Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,

Secretary.

B. P. O. E.
at Pinos Altos.
No. 460, B. P. O. B.,
Santa
Fe
Lodge
"Now
the
Savanna
that
Copper
p.
V111
holds
session
on the secits
p.
"I Thompson
.
regular
Company is actually in possession of
IB
3 80 p.
81
OunnlagUam
ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
"
55
2
exthe
too
is
not
to
much
"
p.
,7
43
property, it
OUfton House Junction
2 30 p
month. Visiting brothers are Invite
Arr
Arr
RATON N M
pect that the smelter will be started
ts
12 25 p.
Lv.
Lv.
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
"
12
7
05
p.
Lv
in
and
the
43
OUfton House Junction
shortly
people are waiting
11 40 a.
18
"
Exalted Ruler.
Hre3ton
ti
"
breathless anticipation of some an11 06 a'
" Koehler
28
5H
que.
J. D. SENA. Secretary.
'
11 15 a.
"
20
J
nouncement
net.
to
fro
mthe company as
H
Koehler
"
Standing committees:
$10 15 a.
" Uolfax
88
82
9 43 a.
41
" Oerrososo
Committee H. C. Strong, their future plans.
77
Executive
9 25 a.
Knghts of Pythias.
Lv.
"It is understood the 'price bid on
47
r' CIMARRON N. M.
J. A. Mahoney, F. H. Strong.
83
7 50 ft.
a.rr,
Santa
Fe
Lodge No. 2, Knights of
' Nash
7 40 a.
50
Lv
ti. JA.
8fl
Legislative Committee J. A. Ma- the property lacks between $15,000 Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
7 25 a.
53
" Harlan
83
Monand $20,000 of meeting the full indebt7 00 a.
honey, Jos. C. McArthur, L. F.
69
:"
94
nte Park
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
edness of the Comanche Company."
tenie.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visits
S.
W.
Constitution and
Shipping From the'Ajax The Ajax ing
No. 124 arriving In Dawion,
(I Connect! with E. P. A 3. W. Ry. train
Knights invited to attend.
' at
Elizabethtown began shipping ore
Pease, J. J. Vinot, A. E. Wilt.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
M., 6:15 p. m.
COMING CARNIVAL.
THE
R.
and Credentials
this week.
Membership
JOHN
K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
J Connects with E. P. A . W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawton, N. M.
CarIn speaking of the Nat Reiss
M. Thorne, C. V. Eteed, Ed J. Neer.
:E5 a. m.
in:
will
which
S.
E.
nival
Committee
Pollock,
appear
Finance
Company,
i Stage for van Houten, N. M meet train at Preston, N. M.
Engraved cards de visit and wed
Fifty Years a Blacksmith.
Santa Fe for Ave days, starting Tues- - g. II. Van Stone, J. Shauer.
C. & S. Passenger traine arrive and depart from Dei Moines ?s follows:
invitations
a
at
Samuel
ding
the
R. Worley of Hixburg, Va.,
specialty
L.
I.
the
Mr.
Peyser,
day, Ooctor 19,
SOUTH BOUND.
New Mexican Printing office.
NORTH BOUND
Any has been shoeing horses for mort
of
with
If
said
symptoms
kidney
today:
asent,
people
general
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
one sanding in need of such will do than fifty years. He says "ChamberMo. 1,
:08 a. m.
Our shows are grander, bigger and or bladder trouble could realize their well to
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7. 8:12 d. m.
call at this office and examine lain's Pain Balm has given me great
danger they would without loss of samples, style of work and
Track connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. better than any similar organization
relief from lame back and rheumaprices.
commence
time
taking Foley's Kidney
a R at Dm Moines. E. P 4 8 W at Colfax. N. M.. and Cimarron eV traveling. Besides our big freeon acts,
tism.
It is the best liniment I ever
the Remedy. This great remedy stops the
which we give twice daily
Northw-ster- n
Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
used." For sale by all druggists.
g
strength-bithe
and
16
our stay, we have
irregularities,
pain
Cimarron, N. M., is depot frr the following points lit New Mexico: Ocate, grounds during
shows. One being the ever popular ens and builds up these organs and
Red
Lakes.
and
Aurora
Bayado,
there is no danger of Bright's disease
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo Bohemian glass blowers, who are kept or
TO
other serious disorder. Do not dis- for
the
crowd,
mnijinpsnnvpnivs
CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO
Lobo,
h.rn Arrovo Hondo. Baldv. Black Lakes. Cerro. Elizabethtown,
Sold
the
symptoms,
by
early
New
In this exhibition will be seen glass regard
California,
Arizona,
Questa, Ranches d Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
blowers, spinners and weavers. Every- all druggists.
W. A. GORMAN,
Mexico, Mexico the North
J. van HOUTEN;
C. J. DEDMAN,
thing they make is given away, nothV Ores, and Gen Mgr
Gen
Pass
apshow
is
that
This
a
sold.
Agent ing being
west, etc.
Superintendent
via
JW. peals to young and old, many experiM- AND
MINING
One
N.
N.
MINES
RATON.
RATON.
way Colonist Tickets on sale
RATON,
ments in the art of'glass blowing being
New Mexico Central Railroafl
daily September 15 to October. 15,
shown that arrest the attention, enter1908 inclusive.
Accepted in tourist
tain and instruct.
Placer Claims Take in Townsite
sleepers on payment of Pullman fare.
Another fine attraction is the "Old Says the Southwestern Outlook at
October loth and 16th
Only a few points shown below.
Plantation" with its troupe of 12 gen"All of Dry Gulch in the For fares to other points and Inforuine negroes from the Sunny South, Nogal townsite has been located in mation about the liberal stop-ove- r
Meeting of Presidents
privwho with song, dance and sayings, de- placer claims and a large sum of ileges accorded, phone, write of see
Taft and Diaz $13.40
pict life on the old plantation in the money put up for machinery to work me.
'south before the war.'
same. Rumor says, $250,000 will be Los Angeles .
To him who has not had intimate re- invested. This will mean plenty of San
Good returning Oct I8th
Francisco .
oo
lations with the kindly innocent hum- employment to all our people. The San
.
Diego
orous old time darkey, this
promoters have stated they will give Pasadena
ment will prove a revelation, with its home people the preference."
November 1st. to 7th.
Sacramento . .
world of fun and pathos, you will go
A
Cleveland
Group
San Jose
Developing
El Paso Fair and
once and again, because of its far
large Cyclone drill began work this Santa Barbara .
of
entertainment,
reaching form
week developing the ore bodies of the Fresno
Exposition $13.40
The best feature of the entire
Cleveland group near Pinos Altos,!
unfailis the unswevering and
lickets and sleeding car space
which is under option to a syndicate.
Good returning Nov. 8th
ing courtesy shown to every ipatron of
Big Mining Property Goes Under may be had by applying to
TO THE EAST & NORTH
the Reiss shows and in none of the Hammer Says the Silver City Enter
Train arrives in El Paso
shows is there on word said or action
S. LUTZ.
"Under order of the court, the
8 a. m. In time for good day
prise:
Now in effect Via
done that would bring the blush to extensive holdings of the Comanche
Signt-seein- g.
the cheek of the most innocent or un Mining & Smelting Company comprisSanta Fe,
P. I YNG,
sophisticated women or child.
HEW MEXICO CENTRAL
ing the large and valuable reduction
N. Mex'
I City Freight & Passenger Agent
works, smelting plant and concentraMore Than Enough is Too Much.
tor south of town, the immense acreTo maintain health, a mature man
& S. W.
E.
age in the Burro mountains comprisor woman needs just enough food to
ing some of the most valuable mining
repair the waste and supply energy property in that district and the exN.
BROWN
A.
and body heat. The habitual consumpFor full particulars,
valuable gold and silver mines
P. & S. W.
G. P. A.-- E,
tion of more food than is necessary tremely Altos
Address
KI Paso Texas.
Pinos
at
together with the 14
for these purposes is the prime cause
mile narrow gauge line of railway to
of stomach troubles, rheumatism and
were sold Wednesday at 11
disorders of the kidneys. If troubled same,
o'clock in the morning at the court
with indigestion, revise your diet, let
reason and not appetite control and house doorR. at a special master's sale.
P. Barnes was appointed
take a few doses of Chamberlain's Attorney
Stomach Tablets and you will soon special master in the case by the court
U-16Tbe all right again. For sale by all and he conducted the sale. After the
of the notice and the call for
reading
druggists.
bids, Attorney Seth Hazzard, acting
for the Savanna Copper Company, hid
SEALED PROPOSALS.
$415,833.51 and there being no other
Sealed proposals will be received by
PRESIDENT TAFT WILL BE THERE OCT. 15th
bids, the property was declared sold
the Board of County Commissioners to them. It took about two minutes '
of Valencia county, New Mexico, at for this transfer of half a million dol-Tickets will be on sale Oct 9shtol6th.
the office of the probate clerk, Los lars worth of property, comprising
Return limit, Oct. 18th
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Lunas, New Mexico, up to 12 o'clock some of the most valuable mining
noon, the 20th day of October. 1909,
in the southwest and a modMontana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.
for the construction of a county court holdings
ern reduction plant that cost many
house and jail at Los Lunas. Plans thousands of dollars to build. The bid
TAFT-DIA- Z
MEETING ,
and specifications can be seen at the of the Savanna Company covered the
El
Paso
office of the I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co., amount of a loan made
October
15th.
by that com- Architects, Santa Fe, New Mexico, and pany to. the Comanche Company some
Trinidad, Colorado; also at the office time ago.
of Harry F. Lee, Albuquerque, New
"This was the final chapter in a
Via
Mexico. Bids wil.- be addressed to J.
drama of the industrial world, replete
Round Trip from Santa Fe, Dates of sale. Oct. 14 15 16
M. Luna, probate clerk, Las Lunas,
with human interest and thus passes
Return Limit, Oet. 18th
New Mexico.
into history the Comanche Mining and
to reject any or all bids is
The
right
D
Smelting Company and with it the
reserved.
the endeavors and the ambiMASONIC MEETING
hopes,
HIGINIO CHAVEZ,
tions of many stockholders and officChairman Board of County
Albuquerque N M Oct. 18-2- 3
ers. Organized some six years ago
all
Still in effect to
and capitalized at $5,000,000 with some
and Tar clears the of the best mining men of Michigan
Honey
Foley's
points.
air passages, stops the irritation in and Wisconsin at its head it bade fair.
Round Trip from Santa Fe, Oo. sale Oct. 15th to 23rd.
the throat, soothes the Inflamed mem- to become one of the giant mining corFor farther Information make inquiry of
the
of
it
So
southwest.
most
and
the
obstinate cough porations
branes,
Return limit Oct. 25th. 1909.
disappears. Sore and Inflamed lungs would 1iave been, had not the seeds of
H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A..
are healed and strengthened, and discord entered in the directorate and
Fe
Go
the cold is expelled from the system. causing an entanglement in the manSANTA FE. N. M.
Albuquerque and El Paso.
reof
affairs
which
In
the
but
Refuse' any
tile agement
eventually
genuine
yellow package. Sold by all druggists. sultedin mismanagement and later the
11
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LOW FARES

hv

El Paso, Teias

N-J-

VISIT

Car-rizoz-

El Paso's

f suit

Ho-

$25.

1st t 7th

Cat-niv-

j

LOW SUMMER RATES

PTP1H

J.

and Rock Island

P.

nn
mm

tiqtietqtie

ait

'

OCT

I

H.,

1909

$3.45

$3.45

$3.45

$13.40

$13.40

$13.40

$4.15

$4.15

$4.15

TO

1

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TIL

i

-

& mo

Summer Tourist Rates

GRANDE f!,

I

Via the Santi
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ANNIVERSARY OF BATTLE
time before. He made his presenc
hunters werenow with the
MOUNTAIN.
KINGS
notes
OF
K
1 Xfi
men and declared they 'Knew the known by the shrill,
M
a
whistle
of
silver
which
he
1 I
always
1 K
(
well. When within a mile of
ground
Pij
One of Decisive Fights Won By
and
.'henever
the British
carried.
the hill, a halt was called, ana after
Prove this to yourself by writing us toPatriots When Cause Seemed
Tories charged with the bayonet, the
of
the
a
council
the
colonels,
hasty
Doomed to Defeat.
mountaineers were forced down the i
day for a tree sample, postpaid, of this
final arrangements were made, and the hill: but the instant the red lines haltpermanent, safe and speedy cure aroFurnished looms. Mrs. L. A. Harvey.
men were formed in line of battle. The ed and returned to the sr,mlt, the stub- I
matic, soothing, healing. Or ask your
To The Editor:
favorite Druggist for
final order was for each man to look born riflemen followed close behind
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Sawed Wood and Kindling
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acrobats; Madam Beno, slide for life. ing he was going to La Junta, Colo- ALBUQUERQUE BOY
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$1.00 and
10 p. m. Grand ball, U. S. cavalry at rado, and" bring back his wife.
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DRUG STORE
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each
Hurt i.i a Runaway K. A. Broad- - ance. While there is no knowledge death occurred in Topeka, last Satur
bus, a business man at Las Cruces, ; f a, shortage of any kind, his books day,; following: an injury received in
was badly injured in a runaway while and accounts show signs of having a practice football game at St. Mary's
EXCHANGE BOARDING
returning to his home from the depot, been very carelessly and negligently College, St. Marys, Kans., some three
:
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train
301-30- 3
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, M,
FOR SALE Jersey cow with calf last night. The remains were accom- - Meals 35c. Board by week $6.00
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10 days pld, H., New Mexican,
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